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RaDyO’s Principal Applied Problem
How can objects be ‘observed’ from above 

and below the sea surface?  Virtual periscope.

Above- and below-surface images using RadCam

Images provided by Marlon Lewis (Dalhousie University, Canada)



Other Related Interdisciplinary Problems

1.  How can we make prediction of underwater light field given 

wave  structure plus other factors ?  

2.  What are effects of wave-induced light fluctuations upon 

photochemical processes in wave zones - examples include 

photosynthesis, photooxidation of organics, etc. 

3.  Identify and quantify organisms and particles with optics.  

a.  Remote sensing with satellites and airplanes

b.  Ocean biogeochemistry (carbon dioxide) with optics 

c.  Global climate change and ocean ecosystems



Fundamental Problem: 
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Schematic by Dariusz Stramski

How does light interact with the ocean?
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Microphotographs by Dariusz Stramski 

(Scripps Institution of Oceanography)

Various Species of Phytoplankton



Field Experiments

Scripps Pier Experiment   

Goal: Test instrumentation

(Jan. 6-28, 2008)

Santa Barbara Channel Experiment 

Goal: Benign wave conditions 

(Sept. 3-25, 2008)

Hawaii Experiment South of Big Island  

Goal: High sea-state conditions 

(Aug. 24-Sept. 15, 2009)



SB Channel with RaDyO Site and Other Platforms
Channel is ~40 X 100 km, max. depth up to ~600 m, ~170 m at site

KM at 34 13.3N, 119 37.7W (173 m depth)  or 
1 nt mi north of FLIP at 34 12.312N, 119 34.715W

Night  site for KM was ~8 nt mi W



Regional Setting for RaDyO SBC

RaDyO Site

Satellite observations included SST, color, wind stress, and SAR.  A 

small aircraft carrying a Lidar system was also flown by SIO group. 



Regional Setting for RaDyO SBC
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http://seaboard.ndbc.noaa.gov/images/stations/3m.jpg


R/P FLIP Videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-FN-

pYy8HM&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjI0_Z8QHsQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQxQfQU_hsk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjI0_Z8QHsQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjI0_Z8QHsQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQxQfQU_hsk


RaDyO Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vym7TQBc-TE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-Zsrj3Lg5Q

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Olnp-lgp3jg)

Hawaii Experiment

Scientists

Methods and Instruments 
Video produced by Helen Czerski 

(Southampton Oceanographic Centre, UK)



Questions?



Relevant Processes and Factors
*   Wind forcing and incident solar radiation

*   Surface gravity and capillary waves

*   Internal gravity waves

*  Boundary layers on both sides of the interface

*   Surfactants

*   Whitecaps and bubbles

*   Ocean circulation, water motion, turbulence 

*   Inherent and apparent optical properties

*   Light absorption, scattering, polarization

*   Radiative transfer at air-sea interface and 

within the water column



Steps in Solving Principal Problem
1. Obtain measurements of surface waves and dynamic

surface boundary layer (SBL).

2.  Characterize whitecapping, bubble distributions,

and surfactants.

3.  Develop and validate models of waves and SBL.

4.  Obtain optical measurements relevant to light

propagation and the imaging problem.

5.  Develop and validate coupled wave-optics models as

applied to the imaging problem.

6. Validate observational-modeling system for

operational imaging of objects above the sea surface

under a broad range of environmental conditions.









RaDyO Approaches

Physical & Optical Modeling

New Optical Technologies

(multi-angle, multi- and hyperspectral, polarigraphic, 

large  dynamic  ranges; msec’s – hrs and mm’s - 10’s km’s)

Three Interdisc. Field Experiments


